Meaning(s), Synonyms, Related Words, Analogy

Antonym(s)

1.

1.

Word
sanction ®

2.

v. [approve; authorize] ratify; confirm; countenance;
endorse. Also n.
n. [a mechanism for enforcing social obedience either by
penalties or rewards] command; writ; embargo; injunction;
penalty

proscribe; dismiss

Analogy: sanction : approve :: indict : accuse
sanguine

1.
2.

adj. [having a reddish complexion; healthy looking] ruddy;
rubicund
adj. [cheerful and confident] optimistic; hopeful;
enthusiastic

sartor

n. [a person whose occupation is making and altering garments]
tailor; seamster

satiate ®

v. [having had enough or more than enough] sate; surfeit;
binge; cloy; gorge; glut; gourmandize. N. satiety

saturate ®

v. [to fill completely] infuse; impregnate; soak; drench; steep

savor ®

1.
2.

1.
2.

pessimistic; morose;
despondent

devoid

v. [take pleasure in a taste or odor] relish; enjoy
v. [to have a distinctive taste or smell or quality]

Analogy: savory : taste :: mellifluous : sound
scale

1.
2.
3.

n. [an instrument for measuring weight] balance
n. [a series of notes differing in pitch according to a specific
scheme (music)] range
v. [to climb] ascend; mount; surmount

Analogy:
scale : weight :: yardstick : length
color : spectrum :: tone : scale
scanty

adj. [insufficient; not enough] meagre; scarce; scant; sparse;
inadequate

plentiful; ample; profuse;
myriad; plethora;
abundant; considerable

Analogy:
scanty : meager :: unpleasureable : repugnant
score

n. [a written or printed copy of a musical composition showing
the music for all parts and instruments at once]
Analogy:
conductor : score :: director : script
notes : score :: symbols : rebus
score : music :: script : drama

scuttle

1.
2.

v. [to cause a ship to sink by opening or making holes in its
hull] submerge; destroy
v. [to move about in a hurried manner] scurry; scamper;
scramble

seamy

adj. [unpleasant; morally degraded] sordid; squalid; seedy;
sleazy; disagreeable

seasoned

1.
2.

secession

n. [to separate formally from an alliance or federation]
withdrawal

secrete ®

1.
2.

adj. [experienced] veteran; mature; established
adj. [spicy] flavored

v. [to hide away or cache] conceal; cache; seclude
v. [to form and release bodily fluids] perspire; discharge;
swelter; ooze; exude

absorb; divulge

